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Lol glitter globe walmart

GET OUR APP AND NEVER MISS A Deal! GET THE L.O.L. Surprise APP! Glitter Globe Doll Winter Disco Series is a hot spot at Walmart. Right now find this L.O.L. surprise! Glitter Globe Doll for just $1.00 (originally $10.88). Thanks to Danae in our Walmart groups for sharing her hot find!
L.O.L.'s surprise! Glitter Globe Doll Winter Disco Series is an in-store settlement agreement and YMMV. Be sure to use the Inventory Checker. UPC-035051561613 CHECK YOUR STORE Walmart In Store Clearance Disclosure: Clearance in store is YMMV, which means that what is in
liquidation in one store may not be in another. Be sure to see our 25 best Walmart deals on October 12, 2020 at 9:40 am PDT May contain affiliate links. Read disclosure. For a limited time, Walmart.com L.O.L Surprise offers! Glitter Globe Doll Winter Disco Series for ONLY $6.88, regularly
$11. Shipping is FREE on orders over $35. L.O.L.'s surprise! Glitter Globe Doll Winter Disco Series ONLY $6.88 (Reg $11) Unbox 8 surprises including all-new floating glitter hair! Move them or even turn it around to see the amazing snow globe effect. Check out more Walmart deals here.
Never miss a good deal. Join VIP Related Deals Get ready to relax and boogie with all B.B.s at the Winter Disco! Unbox 8 surprises including all new floating gloss hair with L.O.L. Surprise! Bright balloon. For the first time ever, she feeds the doll water with the bottle, and the water reveals a
beautiful, shiny glow inside her hair. Move them or even turn it around to see the amazing snow globe effect. Collect the 12 new shiny dolls that are ready for the winter disco, such as Snow Leopard and Sleigh Babe. The dolls also include an additional water surprise, such as spitting and
changing color. Each doll comes packaged in a beautiful crystal-shaped ball with a clear forehead to use as a display case. Add water to the ball to reveal another colorful, glowing surprise, because the ball becomes a snow globe, too! Pick up L.O.L. Surprise! Glitter Globe, Fluffy Pets and
Lils in the Winter Disco series, and you can connect the balls to create a beautiful one. Snow B. Collect them all! Unbox 8 glitter surprises with L.O.L. Surprise! Glitter Globe Winter Disco Series. Bright glow floats inside your hair like a snow globe! Feed the water of the dolls to reveal your
beautiful shiny hair. All new characters, with stunning gloss finishes. 8 Surprises! (1) Secret Message, (2) Bubble Trumpeter, (3) Bottle, (4) Accessory, (5) Suit, (6) Shoes, (7) Glitter Globe Doll, (8) Glitter Hair. Adds water to the ball and converts a colorful and bright snow globe and display
case. Collect everything in the winter disco series (Glitter Globe dolls, fluffy pets, and Lils) to build a Glitter Snow B.B. Glitter Globe LOL Winter Disco is out and boy is cute! This new series came out in a barrage of other LOL toys, so its little I don't know yet. Or, she could be totally
confused because the name is super long and... is this series 6? We'll answer all your questions and more in this LOL Surprise Glitter Globe parent guide. UPDATE: Amazon has matched Walmart's price for Glitter Globe and has new shares. Check the price now!1. What is LOL Glitter
Globe? LOL Glitter Globe dolls are snow globe-inspired dolls that are part of LOL Surprise Series 6 Winter Disco that premiered in September 2019. Glitter Globe is the name of the tot dolls that are in the series. Winter Disco is the name of the whole series. Check out the other Winter Disco
series toys here. These cute ones bring the feeling of winter, just in time for the holiday season, and have a fresh new feature that we haven't really seen on any other doll... 2. They have snow globe hair. Snow globe hair?!? What's that, you say? The hair of the snow globe is this cool effect
in which it looks like the wrist has a snow globe on its head. Basically, the head of the wrist is molded with transparent plastic with glitter inside. When your little one feeds the wrist water using the included bottle, the shine on the wrist hair will change color.3. The package is a silver, pink
and green disco ball. This multicolored ball is on the same theme as the rest of the Winter Disco series. Think of it as a holiday disco ball. It is not perfectly round, but it has many straight triangular sides that capture light. There is glitter and confetti inside the ball because... 4. The ball is a
working snow globe! That's right... when your little one unpacks this ball, she'll definitely want to keep it. Unlike most other LOL wrist balls, the Glitter Globe ball is useful. Follow the instructions to add water to the inside of one side of the ball to turn it into a working snowball. Once your little
one shakes the globe, you can see the brightness and confetti move and fall into the ball. But... Don't fill the inside of the ball. The doll goes there. Read carefully the instructions for assembling and filling the bottle correctly. Image: Amazon Here are our instructions to fill the LOL glitter
balloon: If you bring the world together, disassemble. Remove the cap cover on the glossy side. It's the round half of the ball. Pour water into the hole. Be sure to leave some space at the top so that the water can move freely. Replace the cap cap on the half ball. Make sure it's tight. Secure
both halves of the ball together. The doll can be put inside your foot if you want. Push the base of the flat stand to the bottom of the ball so that snow globe can stand on its own.5. The wave 1 package features Prezzie.This cutie is the style as a Christmas gift.6. There are 8 surprises. LOL
Glitter Globe is kicking it ol' LOL school with only 8 surprises:Secret messageBubble pacifierBottleAccessoryOutfitShoesDollGlitter hairBubble price LOL Glitter Globe on Amazon.7. NEW: Bubble pacifiers! It's something I've always wanted to do. Present... Bubble chupetes! The glow of
your little Glitter Globe will come with a pacifier in her mouth that looks like she's chewing gum and blowing a bubble. That's so cute! And yes... These bubble pacifiers adapt to other LOL dolls from different series, as well as lil sisters and lil.8 brothers. Everything is brilliant. All accessories
and doll clothes have shine on them. At this point, LOL doll creators, MGA Entertainment, have mastered bright doll stuff so you don't have to worry about glitter rubbing. They have released at least 4 series of glitter and include glitter on specific dolls and toys, so they know what they are
doing. The brightness may lose its brightness over time, but your little one will have moved on to the next series long before that happens.9 Glitter Globe dolls spit out or change color. These cuties have fewer water surprises than other series. Glitter Globe tots only have 2 options for
surprises, while other series have 4 or 5.For this series 6, the water surprise that appears on the collector's poster is the only surprise for that doll.10. LOL Glitter Globe has 12 tots dolls on wave 1.Here is a list of all 6 tots series so far:N.Y.E.Q.T.Miss SnowBashful Q.T.Bold B <1> .B.Sleigh
BabeFigure 8Snow LeopardPrezzieTinselOn POinteSoldier BoiDreamin' B.B.Check loL Glitter Globe price on Amazon.10. There's a boy! Exactly by the names... There's a guy in Glitter Globe Winter Disco Series 6. Its name is Soldier Boi and is inspired by the Nutcracker (prince) of the well-
known classic Christmas ballet (and the game and film and everything else) called The Nutcracker. Private Boi is also wearing the first eye patch we've seen on a loL doll as a child. Are they the pirates in our future?11 You can build a Winter Disco snowman. Another small complement and



cool detail for LOL doll lovers. Your little one can build a Winter Disco snowman collecting a Glitter Globe doll, a fluffy pet and a Lil (more on this later). All balls are stacked together to create an interesting screen inspired by the transparent snow globe. Picture: Amazon12. Here are some
glitter Globe curiosities for LOL doll lovers: NYE at N.Y.E.Q.T. means New Year's Eve (obviously). Bashful Q.T. is the opposite of Bold B.B.Bashful Q.T. is the angel you can see on top of a Christmas tree. We believe Sleigh Babe is based on Lindsay Lohan's costume of the character in the
film Mean Girls during the Christmas show. No dolls Popular rarity in series 6 wave 1.La story for the Storybook Club is The Nutcracker. Dreamin' B.B. is the protagonist, Clara, who even the adventures he has with the Nutcracker. Private Boi is Prince Nutcracker. The eye patch is a guide to
some versions of the ballet that reveal that Prince Nutcracker is Drosselmeyer, a toy/magician manufacturer who wears an eye patch as well. At Pointe is the Sugar Plum Fairy who dances for Clara and Prince Nutcracker when they go to a magical land. Tinsel is the Christmas tree fairy who
transports them to earth. If all this is too confusing, see a summary of The Nutcracker of the Royal Opera House.13 There are no Glitter Globe lil sisters because... 14. Winter Disco Lils are Lil sisters, lil brothers and lil pets. LOL Makeover Series 5 introduced the concept of getting a Lil LOL,
in which you could get a lil sister, lil brother, or lil pet. Series 6 continues that trend with Winter Disco Lils. Wave 1 has 12 possible lils including 4 girls, 2 boys, 2 cats, 1 bunny and 1 monkey. Picture: AmazonDon don't forget that if your little one wants to make a LOL snowman, you'll need at
least 1 Lil.15 Winter Disc. All the dolls are in a movie! One of the coolest things about the Winter Disco series is that everything has been thought out in advance. For this series, LOL doll creators – MGA Entertainment – have partners with Amazon to release a Winter Disco movie. Here's
the trailer for the stop motion adventure: The movie is only available on Amazon Prime Video Kids. It's a great holiday movie for LOL doll lovers.16. There are good and ready printables! We are very excited that MGA has decided to provide printable activities for the little ones matching
different series. Here are those of Glitter Globe:Snow Leopard Coloring SheetPrezzie Coloring SheetSnow Angel Coloring SheetFigure 8 Coloring SheetGlitter Globe LOL Release DateGlitter Globe wave 1 was released in September 2019. It hasn't reached most local stores yet, so your
best place to buy one will be at Amazon.LOL Glitter Globe Retail CostThe best retail price of LOL Glitter Globe dolls is $10.88.Amazon is matching Walmart's best price (if Walmart had Glitter Globe tots in stock) for now. Check the price here and buy! Why? Because you need to store these
for the holiday season. We guarantee that the price will rise at Christmas as everyone starts looking for them. If you buy now, you can only wrap the Amazon box coming in, hide the box in the closet, and take it out on Christmas Eve knowing you got the best price and beat the rush. Where
to buy Glitter Globe Winter DiscoGlitter Globe is going shopping for the holiday season, so it's going to be hard to find. We've outlined our favorite places to shop in and in the shops. If you're outside the U.S., we've also given you a couple of suggestions. Where to buy LOL Glitter Globe
OnlineALWAYS check if you can buy a LOL series online BEFORE doing the fight against traffic, gas wear, and travel from store to store. Store. favorite place to buy is Amazon, of course. Here's why:Fast, free shipping CompetitiveoximosImprovements to combat counterfeiting If you're
going to shop on Amazon, keep in mind that Amazon only guarantees the products they sell, so you should look for LOL products that are shipped and sold by Amazon. Ads are often consolidated, so just take fake reviews seriously if not sold by Amazon.Check the price of the Glitter Globe
Disco Winter Series 6 on Amazon.No like Amazon? No problem! You can also purchase the series Walmart.com and Target.com. Please note that third Walmart.com third party vendors on your site. Be sure to search for seller information to make sure you are shopping from Walmart
directly. Third-party sellers can sell counterfeit products and generally have higher prices than retail prices. Can't find Glitter Globe on Amazon, Walmart or target? Try these online retailers instead. Many people don't think about them when buying LOL products online, so they can have
stock. Barnes and NobleBest BuyGamestopVirgin MegastoreEstwhere to Buy Series 6 in StoresIf you EVER see Glitter Globe tots in stores, buy it! He won't be there when you get back. In fact, buy two. You can always give one away or sell it in the many Facebook groups of LOL dolls. You
probably know all the typical retailers that sell this series. Here are some stores you may not have thought about: Virgin MegastoreCracker BarrelGamestopWalgreen's If you want to try Walmart or Target, be sure to check online FIRST. You'll be able to see if the series is in nearby stores
using the in-store pick-up search option. Read our comprehensive guide on how to do this Walmart.com. You can even order online to be picked up at the store when you make your weekly purchases. Where to buy Glitter Globe Outside the U.S. But it's not the first time In the UK and
Europe, try these retailers (online first and then in-store). You can also try the Amazon version of your country. You should be redirected automatically if you go to Amazon.com.Glitter Globe is not sold in your country? If your little one has his heart set on getting this series, you can order it
anywhere and send it to your country using Shop &amp; Ship. You'll have to pay extra for shipping from your shop &amp; Ship address to your home address, but you can get free shipping to your SS address with Amazon. You should also get a faster shipment than if you ordered
internationally directly from Amazon.Now that you know all that, let's introduce the dolls! Series 6 Glitter Globe Winter Disco Tots DollsView the price of the wave 1 tots on Amazon.LOL Doll and DescriptionLOL Doll and DescriptionN.Y.E.Q.T. Club: Glam Rarity: FabulousMiss Snow Club:
Glam Rarity: Q.T. Club: Opposites Rarity: FabulousBold B.B. Club: Opposites Rarity: FabulousSleigh Babe Club: Dance Rarity: Ultra-rareFigure 8 Club: Chill Out Rarity: Rarity: Leopard Club: Chill Out Rarity: FabulousPrezzie Club: Sleepover Rarity: FabulousTinsel Club: Storybook Rarity:
RareOn Pointe Club: Storybook Rarity: FabulousSoldier Boi Club: Storybook Rarity: FabulousDreamin' B.B. Club: Storybook Rarity: Fabulous Globe Glitter Collector's PosterDownload the poster of the official MGA Entertainment collector here. Picture: MGA EntertainmentLOL Glitter Globe
Family PhotoHere are all real wave 1 cuties. Picture: AmazonGlitter Globe Unboxing VideosWant more Glitter Globe? Check out some unboxing videos from our favorite Youtubers.Check the price of LOL Glitter Globe on Amazon.The Rest of Winter Disco Series 6The rest of the Winter
Disco series is amazing and totally worth a look. Check out our full summary of all LOL toys in Winter Disco Series 6, as well as our recommendations on what to buy. You want some more? Check out these guides: guides:
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